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REVIEW OF COUNCIL’S LOCAL LIST  
 
Introduction 
 
The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Order) 2015 (referred to 
hereafter as the 2015 Order) sets out the information required to make a valid planning 
application.  In addition to these national requirements, local planning authorities must 
prepare a Local Validation List (a ‘Local List’) that reflects local policy and requirements.  
  
Local Lists provide clarity for applicants regarding what should be submitted with a planning 
application in order to make it valid, and provide officers with a ‘checklist’ when considering 
whether applications are valid.  
 
The 2015 Order requires local authorities to review their Local List every two years. Local 
validation requirements can only be applied where lists have been reviewed in the past two 
years.  
 
Council’s current Local List was adopted in July 2013 and therefore in order to ensure the 
Local List remains valid, and can be relied upon when seeking further application 
information, a review is required. 
 
The Review 
 
A review of Council’s Local List has been undertaken to ensure validation requirements are 
up-to-date with guidance and legislation, are reasonable and relate to material planning 
considerations for different types of applications.  As part of the review the information 
requirements of other local authorities has been considered.   
 
Consultation 
 
Consultation has formed an integral part of the review and has taken the form of the following 
(throughout the month of June): 

- Publishing the proposed revised Local List on Council’s website for a period of three 
weeks for the community to review; 

- Sending letters to potentially interested stakeholders/consultees, including the 
Environment Agency, Anglian Water, Natural England, Norfolk Police, Highways 
England etc; 

- Sending letters/email to regular users/applicants/agents of Breckland Council’s 
planning service; and 

- Liaising with internal officers of Breckland Council.   
 

Consultation Responses 
 
A total of three responses have been received in response to public consultation.  The nature 
of the submission and officers’ response is set out below.  
 
A submitter is concerned with the need to provide a Vulnerability Questionnaire in respect to 
potentially contaminated land for alterations and extensions to dwellings, in addition to all 
new dwellings.  In response, the Local List has been amended to clarify that the 



questionnaire is required in respect to residential development (e.g. proposed dwellings) but 
not to extensions or alterations to existing dwellings.  
 
A submitter questions the need for the submission of a Bat and Owl Survey for barn 
conversions owing to the financial cost.  The submitter notes that other local councils 
address this issue by requiring a Bat and Owl Survey as a condition on any permission 
granted.  It is noted that the requirement for a Bat and Owl Survey is not a new requirement 
as it is included in the current (June 2013) Local List.   
 
Councils are required to have regard to the requirements of the Habitats Directive in 
exercising their functions under the Conservation of Species and Habitats Regulations 2010 
(Schedule 2 lists the bat as a European Protected Species). As such, Council is expected to 
assess whether a development proposal, such as a barn conversion, would be in breach of 
the Directive.  Council should not seek to discharge this duty by reliance on planning 
conditions but must be satisfied prior to the grant of any consent.  More generally the NPPF 
indicates that planning should seek to minimise impacts on biodiversity.  
 
The Environment Agency confirms, that in respect to septic tanks, ‘DETR Circular 03/99’ has 
been withdrawn and should be replaced with the “Planning Practice Guidance” to the 
National Planning Policy Framework.  The draft Local List has been revised accordingly.  
 
Proposed Local List Changes 
 
The draft Local List that has been subject to public consultation proposes changes in a 
number of areas as follows: 

- Plan details for advertisement consent applications; 
- Sustainable Development Statement for residential development located outside the 

settlement boundary; 
- Marketing justification for applications proposing loss of employment floorspace in a 

General Employment Area; 
- Details to be submitted for S106 Agreements (e.g. proof of the owner’s title); 
- Financial Viability Assessments to support applications that seek an amount of 

contributions less than those required by the Council or other agencies; 
- Agricultural dwelling justification/evidence. 

 
Following discussions with internal officers additional requirements have been identified as 
being worthy of inclusion in the Local List.  The majority of these changes merely provide 
further clarification on existing requirements contained in the Local List.  These changes are 
as follows: 

- Amendments to approved plans to specifically detail/distinguish all proposed changes 
on the relevant plan(s);  

- Referencing paragraph 128 requirements in the NPPF in respect to proposals that 
may affect the historic environment.  

 
Officers are of the view that all changes included in the draft Local List comply with the 
statutory test set out in section 62 (4A) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, which 
states that the inclusion of particulars and evidence in an application for planning permission 
for development: 

(i) must be reasonable having regard, in particular, to the nature and scale of the proposed 
development; and 

(ii) may require particulars of, or evidence about, a matter only if it is reasonable to think that 
the matter will be a material consideration in the determination of the application. 

 
Recommendation 
 
That the draft Local List for the Validation of Planning Applications (as attached) be adopted.  


